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ABSTRACT 

Spatial database is simply a database that contains spatial information. This research 

focuses in spatial database awareness in the company around Klang Valley and Kuala 

Lumpur. Other than that this research will study in which application or field the spatial 

database is currently used or undergoing research. We also define how spatial database is 

being implemented or the methodology to develop spatial database. A study information 

scent is taken from the methodology that being used such as interviewing and distributing 

questionnaire to the companies. From this study, we find out that the Geographic 

Information System (GIS) provider in Malaysia is the one that has been use spatial 

database extensive. The report of the findings is divided into several chapters and 

subchapters to explain each of the result more clearly and in organized manner. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction 

Spatial database is defined as a collection of inter-related spatial data, which can 

handle and maintain a large amount of data which is shareable between different GIS 

applications. Spatial database are used to keep the numeric data on the maps according to 

the location itself. This database is connection and related to the maps to view the data or 

information. Spatial database is difference between the other databases because spatial 

database play around with object and it is unlike normal database. 

Spatial data management is of use in many disciplines including geography, 

remote sensing, urban planning and natural resources management. Spatial database 

management plays an important role in the solution grand scientific problems like global 

climate change and genomics. 

1.1 Background of Study 

Because of the usefulness of spatial database, this study will go concentrated on 

investigating of spatial database in Klang Valley and Kuala Lumpur focusing on the 

development of database management. The survey of this project is to search about the 

people awareness, application being used or develop and methodology in developing 

spatial database. 

Spatial database are most important to store a large amount data especially like 

maps or geographical data. Based on this research, it will investigate the application of 

spatial database that there are use in organization whether in mapping, agriculture, 

weather and so forth. 
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